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18 Changes To Advanced Drivers 

Procedures for Accessing Runways
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MANDATORY SAFETY TRAINING REVIEW
The following is critical information for ALL Advanced Drivers regarding DRIVER and ATC COMMUNICATIONS. 

Please post and review with all advanced drivers during safety briefings.

IMPORTANT PROCEDURAL CHANGE:IMPORTANT PROCEDURAL CHANGE:
The term DRIVE is no longer to be used when a vehicle wants to 

access a runway, PROCEED is now approved terminology.

DRIVEPROCEED

EXAMPLE - Tower, City 123 at AA taxiway to proceed east bound on runway 10L
to conduct an inspection.

ENTERING A RUNWAY 

CONTACTING ATC

READ BACK

RUNWAY OCCUPANCY

AIRFIELD STATUS

Before entering a runway or runway safety area, you MUST contact ATCT to obtain 
approval to PROCEED onto or to confirm the status of a runway.

The term “DRIVE” is to be replaced with “PROCEED”

Your initial contact MUST include the 
following information:
1. Who you are calling
2. Your call sign
3. Where you are located
4. Your intentions
5. The reason for your request

Use the runway designation that corresponds with 
your direction of travel

State your direction of travel and reason for 
occupancy on the runway

If you must STOP on a runway, it MUST be closed.

You MUST always READ BACK all ATC instructions to:
CROSS... HOLD SHORT OF... or PROCEED ONTO...ANY RUNWAY

While on a runway, you should never hear the ATCT issue any aircraft landing or departure 
clearances. If you hear this clearance given you MUST:

Before driving onto the movement area (especially runways), you must:

If you must deviate from an ATC clearance or direction, immediately notify 
ATC. For example, if you need to stop on a runway that you were cleared to 

proceed on, you must let ATC know.

Your read back MUST always include your location and call sign

1. Immediately contact ATC
2. Advise you are on a runway

3. Exit the runway if you can
    (pull into the grass if needed)

1. Contact CDA Operations for airfield status
2. Contact ATC to confirm status of runways
3. ANY discrepancy of runway status contact CDA Operations
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